Tucker: Why can't we have this in America?

(1104) Tucker: Why can't we have this in America? - YouTube

Air Force pilot sent this info to his Dad:

https://www.facebook.com/messenger_media/?thread_id=100000579371306&attachment_id=1693659190808497&message_id=mid.%24cAABa83NjrLP9OP04DL3B7fVO5poz

Six Ships Near Iran in the Gulf of Oman Lose Control of Their Steering – Another British Ship May Have Been Hijacked  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/08/six-ships-near-iran-gulf-oman-lose-control-steering-another-british-ship-may-hijacked/

😂 Wonder what is on those ships? We should know soon, just like the one that lost power in the Suez. Janet Lee

NOTE!

The DOUG BILLINGS SOURCE for the Letter Templates below on page 3 (on the top right) is ---

https://dougbillings.us/karen-kingston/#LetterTemplates
BREAKING: CDC NOT MANDATING ITS EMPLOYEES TO BE VAXED

Dr. David E. Martin | Testimony - July 9th, 2021 - must see!
https://www.datascienceassn.org/content/dr-david-e-martin-testimony-july-9th-2021
I’m sending this again in case you haven’t watched it. A must watch!!!

thebradfordfile@thebradfordfile If Obama is flying hundreds of guests from around the world to his island mansion--the pandemic is over for everyone else too.

The Evil "Leap" Toward Human Destruction Posted: 07 Aug 2021 06:21 AM PDT
AZ calls for anti-audit arrests and more

The medical cabal and false government want to lock you down again. Posted: 06 Aug 2021 09:52 AM PDT
The coming Delta lockdown is DESIGNED to invoke nationwide protests so they can be exploited as a backdrop for false flag event to blame “anti-vaxxers”
https://www.brighteon.com/cba45892-be02-474a-beea-a26e767f2797

The medical cabal and false government want to lock you down again. Posted: 06 Aug 2021 09:52 AM PDT
The coming Delta lockdown is DESIGNED to invoke nationwide protests so they can be exploited as a backdrop for false flag event to blame “anti-vaxxers”
https://www.brighteon.com/cba45892-be02-474a-beea-a26e767f2797
Employer's Mandating Vaccinations as a condition for employment?

1. Sidney Powell Post
When you hear that EEOC guidance says “your employer can require you to get a vaccine,” this is false/mistaken: EUAs have to have the Option to Refuse and the right to Informed Consent for EUAs. The EEOC’s guidance updated on May 28, 2021, only states that “federal EEO laws do not prevent an employer from requiring all employees physically entering the workplace to be vaccinated...”[1] It does not address 21 USC § 360bbb-3, which relates to EUAs and the option to refuse.

This is called a word game or word salad.

There is Potential Liability on Employers or Universities that Mandate Vaccines if an Employee or Student suffers any Side Effects or Death from a mandatory EUA vaccine.

See DefendingtheRepublic.org/covid

Source TG Post
https://t.me/SidneyPowell/906

---

5. DOUG BILLINGS- Letter Templates

- Mask letter template for adults
- Mask letter template for children in school
- Employee letter addressing discriminatory policies
- Active Military letter for the jab
- Vaccine public letter
- Employee letter to company requiring the jab
- Forms to Universities requiring the jab
- Notice of Liability to schools
- Notice of liability to vaccinator

SOURCE
https://dougbillings.us/karen-kingston/#LetterTemplates

---

If you haven’t figured it out yet – the satanic world-wide deep ‘state’ includes the Vatican.    Janet Lee

Thanks to: frdmftr frdmftr.net <frdmftr@frdmftr.net> and Judy

Sent: Saturday, August 07, 2021 11:18 AM

Subject: Catholic Charities sponsoring air travel of illegals throughout the US

If you are as ticked off as we are, and you do not have to be a Catholic......and are willing to make a call to the President of the Conference of Catholic Bishops (who is in charge of Catholic Charities) to voice your outrage, here is the info:

Archbishop Dolan - 212-371-1000    Judy O

Things may seem crazy right now, but that is only because the truth is coming out and the people are waking up. They are cracking down on us only because they know their time is short.

7:58 PM · 8/6/21 · Twitter for iPhone

29-Year Police Vet Debunks Massive Lie About Capitol Cop Suicides, Exposes Truth Behind Horrible Deaths

29-Year Police Vet Debunks Massive Lie About Capitol Cop Suicides, Exposes Truth Behind Horrible Deaths
This is Joe Biden. This is an actor. This is a clown in a silicone mask.

2011
2020
2021
Where is Joe Biden?
Where is the president? Who is the president?

"One day we will realize that the Barack Obama presidency was the biggest fraud ever perpetrated on the American people."
- Clint Eastwood